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Abstract—This white paper aims to highlight some of the decisions and ideas which shape an effective team strategy. This strategy
includes our ideal robot movement, gameplan, and place in a playoff alliance.
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1 INTRODUCTION

An effective team strategy can take a middle-of-the-pack
robot and make it into a competitor, or take a good robot
and make it into a champion. Within our own time in FRC,
we have gained valuable experience in both making a robot
strategy and effectively pitching your team to another team.
With our robot close to completion, we decided that it would
be helpful for teams to get an idea of how an effective, team-
specific strategy is formed and how that strategy is pitched
and changed come playoffs.

2 OUR ROBOT

In the final hours of our build, our robot has taken shape
and we have begun thinking about its place on the field. The
key features of our robot which influenced our strategy are
our speed, our ability to pick up from the ground, our short
time of cycle, and our low center of gravity. A design pitfall
which also influenced our game strategy was our inability
to climb.

3 POTENTIAL STRATEGIES

Within this section we will outline some on-field gameplans
which we created for potential scenarios

Fig. 1. Our potential autonomous plans

3.1 The Ideal Gameplan
This gameplan works if we have our ideal alliance (to be
discussed in section 4) and would hopefully be our go-to
playoff strategy.

3.1.1 Auto
In our ideal gameplan, our autonomous is based around
securing an auto run as well as control of the scale before
the tele-op begins.

3.1.2 Tele-op

Our tele-op for the ideal game plan involves first, taking
the power cubes from the opposing alliance platform zone
and placing them in the opposing switch. Second, we would
use the portal to move cubes to either the scale or switch,
depending on the game state. Thirdly,if we have control
of the scale and the opponent does not have their switch,
then we can prioritize the exchange, our switch, or playing
defense.

Fig. 2. Our rough ideal/average gameplan for tele-op

3.1.3 Endgame

Due to our lack of climbing, our endgame entails maintain-
ing control of our scale, then our switch, and then playing
defense. We would use levitate to ensure maximum points,
either getting the requisite cubes earlier in the match or
doing it near match end.

Fig. 3. Our projected plans for the endgame

3.2 The Average Game

Our average gameplan is based around the most likely
situation to be encountered in qualification matches.
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3.2.1 Auto
In the average game, our goal in auto is to perform our
switch autonomous. We believe that in an average game it
is best if we try to secure the auto quest.

3.2.2 Tele-op
In the average game, our tele-op begins by trying to first,
move all cubes in our platform zone to our switch, with
the last of the cubes going onto the scale. We would then
collect any cubes remaining in the opposing platform zone,
placing them into their switch, except for the final cube,
which would go to the scale. Once all ”neutral” cubes are
removed from platform zones, the focus shifts to getting
cubes in the exchange or making cycles from the portals to
the opposing switch, the scale, or our switch, depending on
what our alliance members can do and what the current
game state calls for.

3.2.3 Endgame
Our endgame is very similar to our ideal endgame, with
the exception that we expect to park. This is with the
expectation that qualification matches with two other climb-
ing/ramp robots may be rare.

3.3 The Worst Case
Our worst case scenario is dictated by a game with any of an
underperforming robot, a no-show, or broken teammate(s).

3.3.1 Auto
In the worst case gameplan, we would go for a scale auto,
as we can not be certain of ally performance in auto, so pure
point advantage becomes very important. A scale auto also
allows the team to start tele-op with an advantage on the
field.

3.3.2 Tele-op
The worst case plan for tele-op is very similar to the average
game, but we would place a greater focus on the exchange
in order to ensure that our alliance can levitate. We would
also not make special use of cubes in the opposing platform
zone, prefering to focus on our switch and the scale. We
would also use our first ”neutral” cube to try and gain
control of the scale, with pure point generation being valued
over the most efficient movement.

Fig. 4. Our tele-op plan for a worst case scenario, or exchange limited
average game

3.3.3 Endgame
Our worst case endgame is similar to the average scenario,
but parking is a necessity.

4 PITCHING THE TEAM

When pitching your team to another team in preparation
for alliance selections, it is important to make your robot
effectiveness known, but also to show you are thinking
about strategy. Showing that you are flexible with strategy is
also very important when talking with an alliance captain;
pride and stubbornness have no place in the playoffs, let
alone on a winning alliance. Showing an alliance that you
can contribute with your robot, and with good strategy can
greatly improve your chances of being picked.

5 CONTACTING THE AUTHORS

Team ’Snow Problem may be reached in order to ask ques-
tions on our Chief Delphi thread or on Twitter (@SnowProb-
lemz). After the build, we will still be answering questions
on the thread and via email (at gofirst@umn.edu). We are
doing this for you, the FRC community, and are happy to
answer questions and discuss our designs with you.

https://www.chiefdelphi.com/forums/showthread.php?t=160899
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